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ABSTRACT
We first show by measurements that BGP peering links fail as fre-
quently as intradomain links and usually for short periods of time.
We propose a new fast-reroute technique where routers are pre-
pared to react quickly to interdomain link failures. For each of
its interdomain links, each router precomputes a protection tun-
nel, i.e. an IP tunnel to an alternate nexthop which can reach the
same destinations as via the protected link. We propose a BGP-
based auto-discovery technique that allows each router to learn the
candidate protection tunnels for its links. Each router selects the
best protection tunnels for its links and when it detects an interdo-
main link failure, it immediately encapsulates the packets to send
them through the protection tunnel. Our solution is applicable for
the links between large transit ISPs and also for the links between
multi-homed stub networks and their providers. Furthermore, we
show that transient forwarding loops (and thus the corresponding
packet losses) can be avoided during the routing convergence that
follows the deactivation of a protection tunnel in BGP/MPLS VPNs
and in IP networks using encapsulation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Network Protocols]:
Routing protocols, C.4.6 [Performance of Systems]: Reliability,
availability, and serviceability

General Terms: Reliability, Measurement, Design

Keywords: Fast restoration, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), MPLS
VPN, IP tunnels

1. INTRODUCTION
The TCP/IP protocol suite was developed more than twenty years

ago to serve the needs of researchers sending best-effort packets
over a research network. Today, the same protocol suite has be-
come the standard protocol suite in enterprise networks and the
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global Internet. Furthermore, Virtual Private Networks (VPN)[30],
telephony and video services are now increasingly being deployed
over an IP-based infrastructure.

To support those mission-critical applications, networks need to
guarantee very stringent Service Level Agreements (SLA). Those
SLAs typically require very low packet loss ratio, bounded delays
through the network, high network availability (99.99 % or better)
and a short restoration time after a failure. IP-based networks are
being used to support almost any data transmission service includ-
ing leased-line emulations [2]. For such stringent services, restora-
tion times below 50 milliseconds are a common requirement [36].

When the network is stable and there are no link failures, buffer
acceptance, marking and scheduling mechanisms implemented on
today’s routers [11] allow ISPs to provide the performance guar-
antees required by their customers. Unfortunately, the links used
in IP networks are not 100% stable and measurements carried in
operational networks indicate that link failures are common events
[24, 37, 7, 18, 9]. Furthermore, many of those failures only last for
a few seconds or tens of seconds.

ISPs typically use several techniques to quickly react to the fail-
ures of their intradomain links. A first solution is to rely on the
convergence of the link-state intradomain routing protocols. In the
past, this convergence was in the order of a few seconds, but recent
improvements allow large networks to converge within less than
one second [13]. Other techniques are required to achieve a faster
convergence. For those “fast” techniques, the target is usually to
restore a failure within 50 milliseconds. In some networks, the
failures are handled by the SONET/SDH underlying layers [36].
In MPLS-based networks, fast-reroute and bypass tunnels [36] al-
low to protect failed links by locally rerouting packets around the
failure. In pure IP networks, several solutions applicable for the in-
tradomain links are currently being discussed within the IETF [34].

In addition to affecting intradomain links, failures also affect
BGP peering links between ASes or links between a BGP/MPLS
VPN service provider and a customer site. In this case, ISPs depend
on BGP to be able to recover from those failures. Measurements
performed recently on high-end routers [31] report an 18 seconds
delay to recover the failure of a peering link on a high-end router
using 500k BGP routes. Measurements performed in a BGP/MPLS
VPN environment [10] indicate that five seconds is a conservative
estimate for the BGP convergence time after the failure of a link
between a service provider router and a client site. The current
state-of-the-art with BGP routers is thus far from the 50 millisec-
onds target imposed by stringent real-time applications.

Several authors have proposed modifications to reduce the BGP
convergence time in case of failures [25, 16]. Those techniques



reduce the BGP convergence time by reducing the number of BGP
messages that must be exchanged after a failure. However, as they
depend on the exchange of messages, the achieved convergence
time will always be much larger than the 50 milliseconds target for
stringent real-time services.

In this paper, we propose a new fast-reroute technique that al-
lows to provide sub-50 milliseconds restoration when a BGP peer-
ing link fails. We first assume that the failures of the interdomain
links are detected by using a trigger from the physical layer such as
a SONET loss of signal [36] or a protocol such as BFD [22]. This
failure detection typically takes less than 15 milliseconds [10] on
high-end routers. Instead of asking routers to react to the failure
of their BGP peering links by starting an IGP or BGP convergence,
our technique prepares the routers to quickly handle the failure of
such links. For this, each router locates an alternate nexthop for
each of its BGP peering links. We propose a BGP extension that
allows a router to automatically discover the alternate nexthops for
each of its BGP peering links. When a BGP peering link fails, the
router that detects the failure immediately updates its Forwarding
Information Base (FIB) to encapsulate the packets that were using
the failed link and send them to an alternate nexthop through an IP
tunnel. The alternate nexthop will send the packets to their final
destination without using the failed link. On high-end routers, we
show how it is possible to modify the FIB within the 50 millisec-
onds budget. The tunnel to the alternate nexthop allows to avoid
packet losses, but the packets do not follow the shortest path inside
the network. After some time, the router attached to the failed link
may need to announce the failure. This will cause a BGP conver-
gence at least inside the local AS. For BGP/MPLS VPNs and IP
networks using encapsulation, we show that no packet will be lost
in the AS during this convergence.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2,
we analyse the failures of BGP peering links in a transit ISP. In sec-
tion 3 we first discuss the problem of protecting interdomain links
and show that there are two different problems : the stub and the
parallel-links problems. We then describe the principles of our so-
lution in section 4. We show in sections 5 and 6 how those two
problems can be solved by using protection tunnels. Then, in sec-
tions 7 we discuss the conditions under which it is possible to re-
move an activated protection tunnel without causing packet losses
or transient forwarding loops during the routing convergence that
follows the deactivation of the protection tunnel. Finally, we com-
pare our proposal with related work in section 8.

2. FAILURES OF BGP PEERING LINKS
Several studies have analysed the performance of the global In-

ternet and the impact of link failures from several viewpoints. A
first possible way is to collect the link state packets exchanged by
routers in a large network and infer the link failures from the re-
ported changes. This method has been applied to several opera-
tional ISP networks [24, 37]. Those studies considered different
networks, but they basically found three important results. First,
link failures are common events that must be efficiently handled by
the routing protocols. Second, a small number of links are respon-
sible for a large fraction of the failures. This is the common but
annoying problem of flapping links. Third, link failures are usually
transient events. Very often, the duration of a link failure is around
a few or a few tens of seconds.

The second type of study is to use end-to-end measurements or
to analyse BGP messages [7, 18, 9] to infer information about link
failures. However, it is difficult from such a study to determine the
exact location of a failure. To our knowledge, no detailed study has
characterised the types of failures that affect eBGP peering links.

2.1 Measurement methodology
To evaluate the importance of protecting eBGP peering links, we

studied the failures of the eBGP peering links of a transit ISP. In
this ISP, the eBGP peering links were configured as follows : a
prefix is allocated to each eBGP peering link and the router of the
ISP attached to this link advertises this prefix inside its link state
packets as long as it considers the link to be up.

When such an eBGP peering link fails, the router attached to the
failed link reacts in two steps. First, it advertises a new link state
packet without the prefix of the failed peering link. This indicates
to all routers of the ISP that the external prefixes advertised via the
failed BGP nexthop are now unreachable. All the routers of the ISP
will then re-run their BGP decision process to select new routes
for the unreachable external prefixes. The second step is that the
router will send BGP withdraw messages to indicate that the pre-
fixes learned over the failed eBGP link are not reachable anymore.
From an intra-AS routing convergence viewpoint, this exchange of
iBGP messages is unnecessary as the failure has already been ad-
vertised by the intradomain routing protocol.

To characterise the failures of the eBGP peering links, we first
obtained the IP prefixes of all the eBGP nexthops of the studied ISP.
We found 47 distinct nexthops. The eBGP sessions with these nex-
thops were on distinct point-to-point links (SONET/SDH or giga-
bit Ethernet) as the studied ISP was not attached to Interconnection
Points. Thus, the failure the prefix associated to a peering link indi-
cates the failure of this link. All of the peering relationships of the
studied AS involved a single peering link with the neighbour AS,
except for four neighbour AS’s which were each interconnected via
two peering links to the studied AS and one neighbour AS which
had four peering links to the studied AS.

As the studied ISP is using IS-IS as its intradomain routing pro-
tocol, we collected all the IS-IS packets received by a PC running
pyrt1 during three months and analysed the collected trace by us-
ing lisis2.

2.2 Characterisation of eBGP peering failures
We first analysed the IS-IS trace to determine the number of fail-

ures of the eBGP peering links. During the studied three-month
period, we found 9452 distinct failures. Figure 1 provides more
details about occurrence of the eBGP peering links failures. The
x-axis is the time measured in hours and we list all eBGP peering
links on the y-axis so that the failures of the tenth peering link ap-
pear on line 10. We use error bars to show both the time of the
failure and its duration. However, as most failures are very short,
the error bar is often reduced to a simple cross in the figure. Fig-
ure 1 shows clearly that eBGP failures are regular events and most
eBGP sessions are affected by failures3. However, the failures were
not equally spread among the peering links. In fact, 83% of the fail-
ures occurred on a single eBGP peering link. Discussions with the
operator revealed that this link had indeed problems at the physical
layer that explained the large amount of flapping. Four other links
had more than 100 failures during the three month period and some
links did not fail at all.

We checked manually the IS-IS trace to determine whether the
parallel eBGP peering links with the same neighbour AS failed at
the same time. We did not find any common failure among the
studied parallel links inside our three-months trace.

1
pyrt is available from http://ipmon.sprint.com/pyrt

2
lisis is available from http://totem.info.ucl.ac.be/tools.html

3As we analysed the prefixes advertised by the routers with IS-IS, a manual reset of
an eBGP session is not counted as a failure since it has not effect on IS-IS. The only
manual operation that we count as a failure is when the interface is a shutdown of a
link by the operator.
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Figure 1: Failures of eBGP peerings

The second information that we gathered from the IS-IS trace
was the duration of the failures. Figure 2 provides the cumulative
distribution of the duration of the failures that affected the all BGP
peering links as well as the most stable eBGP peering links. The
curve labelled ’All eBGP peering links’ shows than most eBGP
peering link failures last less than 100 seconds. However, this num-
ber is biased by the large amount of flapping on some of the studied
links.

To reduce this flapping bias, we removed from the analysis the
five eBGP peering links that caused most of the failures and draw
the curve labelled ’Stable eBGP peering links’. An analysis of the
failures affecting the stable BGP peering links reveals several in-
teresting points. First, 22% of the eBGP peering link failures last
less than 1 second. Such a transient failure should clearly not cause
the exchange of a large number of BGP messages inside the transit
AS to converge towards new routes. Second, 82% of the failures
of the most stable eBGP peering links lasted less than 180 seconds.
This is similar to the study of intradomain link failures reported
in [21],where about 70% of the failures lasted less than 3 minutes.
Note that if we consider all eBGP peering links in our analysis in-
stead of only the most stable ones, then 97.5% of the eBGP peering
link failures last less than three minutes.
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Figure 2: Duration of the failures of the eBGP peering links

2.3 Implications
Our study confirms the three major results of the intradomain

studies : peering link failures are common events, a small number
of peering links are responsible for a large fraction of the failures
and peering link failures are usually transient events. Since most
of those failures last less than a few minutes, those events are good
candidates to be protected by using a fast reroute technique. For
the transient failures, by using such a technique and waiting say
one minute before advertising the link failure via BGP, it could be
possible to reduce the BGP churn.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
There are several ways of interconnecting ASes together [38].

To design our fast reroute technique, we first assume that if ASx

considers that a BGP peering link with ASy is valuable enough to
be protected, then there should at least be a second link between
ASx and ASy. This is a very reasonable requirement from an
operational viewpoint.

This type of interconnection is very common between transit
ISPs and when stub ASes are connected with redundant links to
their provider. For such multi-connected ASes, the failure of one
interdomain link can be naturally handled by redirecting the pack-
ets sent on the protected link to another link with the same AS. For
example, in figure 3, if link R1−X1 fails, then R1 should be able
to immediately reroute the packets that were using the failed link
to X2 via R2. This redirection of the packets is possible provided
that the same destinations are reachable via the two parallel links.
This is a common requirement for peering links [8] and can be a
design guideline to provide sub-50 milliseconds recovery in case
of failures.

A similar interconnection is also used in BGP/MPLS VPNs (right
part of figure 3). For important customer sites, it is common to at-
tach two customer edge (CE) routers from this site to two different
provider edge (PE) routers of the service provider. In the right part
of figure 3, if link PE1 − CE1 fails, then PE1 should be able to
immediately reroute the packets that were using the failed link to
CE2 via PE2.

Figure 3: The parallel-links problem for peering links and
BGP/MPLS VPNs

We call the problem of protecting such links the parallel-links
problem in the remainder of this document. To be deployable, a
solution to the parallel-links problem will need to meet four re-
quirements.

1. The same solution should be applicable for both directions
of the interdomain link.

2. As a router controls its outgoing traffic, it should be able to
protect it without any cooperation with BGP routers outside



its AS. This implies that if a tunnel is used, the packet de-
encapsulation should be performed in the same AS. A coop-
eration between routers in neighbouring ASes may improve
the performance of the solution, but it should not be required.

3. Links between distinct routers may fail at the same time [36,
24] because they use a shared physical infrastructure (fibre,
physical or datalink devices). The set of link that share the
same physical infrastructure is usually called a Shared Risk
Link Group (SRLG). The solution to the parallel-links prob-
lem should take into account those SRLGs.

4. The solution should take into account the BGP policies [14]
used for the interdomain links. In most cases when there are
multiple links between two ASes, the same BGP policy (e.g.
shared cost peering or customer-provider) is used over all
these links. However, the routing policies used between large
transit ASes can be more complex. For example, a tier-2 ISP
may be a customer of a tier-1 ISP in the US and a peer of the
same ISP in Asia. Another example is a corporate network
that advertises different prefixes over the multiple links with
its provider.

Figure 4: The stub problem

While requiring the utilisation of parallel-links is reasonable for
large ASes, it could be too strong for multi-homed stub ASes. A
solution should also be developed to allow a multi-homed stub AS
to protect its interdomain links (figure 4) when it is attached with
a single link to each of its providers. We call this problem the
stub problem in the remainder of this paper. In the stub problem,
there are two different sub-problems. In the outgoing stub problem,
the stub AS needs to protect its outgoing packet flow. The solution
developed to solve this problem should meet the same requirements
as the solution to the parallel-links problem as the stub can reach
all destinations via either of its two providers.

The second sub-problem is called the incoming stub problem. In
this case, the stub AS wishes to protect the incoming direction of an
interdomain link. The solution developed to solve this problem will
require a cooperation between the stub AS and its providers. This
cooperation is not a problem as the stub can request the utilisation
of a fast recovery technique within the contract with its provider.
Furthermore, it should be possible to use the proposed technique to
protect one link and not the others. For this, no mutual cooperation
between the providers should be required. For example, in figure 4
it should be possible for router Z2 to protect link Z2 → X2 with-
out any change to router Y 1. In figure 4, when link Z2 → X2 fails
router Z2 should be able to immediately reroute the packets so that
they reach the stub without waiting for a BGP convergence.

4. PRINCIPLE OF OUR SOLUTION
In this section, we briefly describe the key elements of our pro-

posed solution based on a simple example. Additional details will
be provided in the remaining sections. We consider the two tran-
sit ISPs shown in figure 5 and focus on the packets flowing from
the upstream AS to the downstream AS. We assume that the down-
stream AS advertises the same prefixes over both links and that the
routing policies on X1 and X2 are configured such that X2 → R2

is used to forward packets while X1 → R1 is only a backup link.
This configuration can be achieved by setting a low local-pref
value on the BGP routes learned by X1.

Figure 5: Reference network

To quickly react to a failure of directed link X2 → R2, router
X2 must be able to quickly update its FIB to send the packets
affected by the failure via an alternate path. We describe in sec-
tion 4.1 a technique that allows the FIB to be updated in less than
50 milliseconds. In figure 5, the alternate path is clearly through
the X1 → R1 link. Let us assume in this section that router X2

was manually configured with this alternate path. We will discuss
later mechanisms that allow router X2 to automatically discover
this alternate path. To forward the packets affected by the failure
through the X1 → R1 link, router X2 cannot simply send them
on its interface towards X3 as X3’s BGP table indicates that the
nexthop for those prefixes is router X2. We show in section 4.2
that by using protection tunnels it is possible to avoid such loops.

4.1 A fast update of the FIB
The update of the FIB after the failure is a key implementation

issue to achieve the sub-50 milliseconds target. The FIB is a data
structure that associates a BGP prefix to a nexthop and an outgoing
interface. Figure 6 shows the conceptual view of such a FIB as two
tables. In such a FIB, the outgoing interface is obtained from the
IGP routing table. Detailed measurements performed on high-end
routers revealed that the time required to update one entry of such a
FIB was on average around 110 microseconds per entry [13]. This
implies that less than 5000 FIB entries can be updated within the
sub-50 milliseconds target on such routers.

To achieve the sub-50 milliseconds target it is necessary to re-
duce the number of FIB entries that must be modified after the de-
tection of a failure. There are several possible methods to reroute
packets towards many destinations without changing a large num-



Figure 6: Classical conceptual organisation of the FIB

ber of entries in the FIB. Some commercial routers already support
such mechanisms [4]. The exact organisation of the FIB strongly
depends on the hardware capabilities of the concerned router. The
details of those FIB organisations are outside the scope of this pa-
per. We show, conceptually, one possible organisation of the FIB
to illustrate the possibility of achieving this fast reroute.

This new organisation of the FIB is illustrated in figure 7. Con-
ceptually, this FIB is organised as two tables. The first table con-
tains the BGP prefixes and the BGP nexthops are pointers to a table
(noted P(. . . )) of all nexthop entries. Each nexthop entry in the sec-
ond table contains the address of the nexthop, a flag that indicates
whether the link to the nexthop is up or down and two outgoing
interfaces (OIF) : a primary OIF and a secondary OIF. The OIF is
in fact a data structure that contains all the information required to
forward packets on this interface. For a point-to-point interface,
this data structure will contain the layer 2 encapsulation to be used
(e.g. PPP or Packet over SONET). For a point-to-multipoint inter-
faces, the data structure will contain the layer 2 encapsulation and
the layer 2 address of the nexthop router. For a virtual interface
such as a tunnel, the FIB will contain the IP address of the tunnel
endpoint and the tunnel specific parameters. Those parameters are
useful notably for L2TP [23] or MPLS over IP tunnels [39].

With this new FIB, when the router consults its nexthop table,
it uses the primary OIF is the flag is set to “Up” and the backup
OIF otherwise. This means that when a peering link fails, a sin-
gle modification to the Nexthops Table is sufficient to reroute all
affected prefixes over a protection tunnel. This clearly meets the
sub-50 milliseconds target.

Figure 7: Improved conceptual organisation of the FIB

4.2 The protection tunnels
As explained earlier, a solution is required to allow router X2

to reroute the packets immediately to router X1 even if the routing
tables of X3 and X1 still point to X2 as their nexthop. For this,
two different types of tunnels can be envisaged :

• A tunnel from the primary egress router (X2) to another egress
router (e.g. X1) of the upstream AS that peers with the same
downstream AS. We call this tunnel a primary egress - sec-
ondary egress or pe-se tunnel.

• A tunnel from the primary egress router (X2) to another ingress
router in the downstream AS (e.g. R1). We call this tunnel a
primary egress - secondary ingress or pe-si tunnel.

The pe-se and pe-si protection tunnels are “pre-defined” before
the link failure. At the primary egress router, a protection tunnel
is defined by two parameters : an encapsulation header and an out-
going interface. At the secondary ingress or egress, the definition
of the protection tunnel is simply the ability to de-encapsulate the
packets received over the tunnel.

Several types of protection tunnels exist : IP over IP, GRE, IPSec,
L2TP, MPLS over IP, . . . . However, not all encapsulation types
are suitable for pe-se tunnels. Consider again figure 5. When link
X2 → R2 fails, router X2 will encapsulate the packets towards
router X1. If X2 uses IP-in-IP encapsulation, then router X1 will
use its FIB to forward the de-encapsulated packets. Unfortunately,
X1’s FIB may still use X2 as the nexthop to reach the affected
prefixes.

To avoid this problem, we require the utilisation of an encap-
sulation scheme that contains a label such as L2TP [23] or MPLS
over IP [39]. This label is assigned by the secondary egress router.
When it receives an encapsulated packet, it uses the label as a key to
forward the de-encapsulated packet over the appropriate secondary
link without consulting its BGP FIB. This ensures that the sec-
ondary egress will not return the received encapsulated packets to
the primary egress router even if this primary egress is the current
BGP nexthop according to the FIB of the secondary egress router.

Using IP-based tunnels usually raises two immediate questions.
The first one is the cost of encapsulation and de-encapsulation.
In the past, those operations were performed on the central CPU
of the router and were costly from a performance viewpoint [27].
Today, the situation is completely different and high-end routers
are able to perform encapsulation or de-encapsulation at line rate.
Furthermore, many large ISPs have deployed MPLS to support
BGP/MPLS VPNs and some rely on L2TP or GRE-based encap-
sulation [17]. The second question is the problem of fragment-
ing packets whose size exceeds the MTU. On current Packet over
SONET interfaces used by high-end routers, this issue becomes a
design problem : the network must be designed to ensure that the
MTU is large enough. The design guidelines developed for GRE-
based tunnels in [17] would ensure that fragmentation is avoided
when IP-based protection tunnels are used.

In a production network, allowing routers to process encapsu-
lated packets may cause security problems unless the routers have
a way to verify that the packets come from legitimate sources. For
the pe-se tunnels, the tunnel source belongs to the same ISP as
the tunnel destination. In this case, IP-based filters such as those
already deployed by ISPs [15] would be sufficient. For the pe-si
tunnels, the secondary ingress should be able to verify the validity
of the received encapsulated packets. A possible solution could be
to use IPSec for those tunnels. Another solution would be to use
filters.

To define a pe-se (resp. pe-si) protection tunnel, the primary
egress router must thus determine the IP address of the appropriate
secondary egress (resp. secondary ingress) router and the tunnel
type to be used. We propose in the following sections techniques
to select the endpoints of the protection tunnels.

5. THE PARALLEL-LINKS PROBLEM
To solve the parallel-links problem, we utilise pe-se protection

tunnels. Such tunnels could be configured manually on the primary-
egress router. For example, the network operator could config-
ure on this router the addresses of the candidate secondary-egress
routers and the parameters of the pe-se tunnel to be used. This man-
ual configuration would be sufficient in the common case where
a small stub AS is connected to its provider via two interdomain
links. However, in a large network, an auto-discovery mechanism



is required to simplify the configuration and more importantly to
allow the routers to automatically adapt the protection tunnels to
topology changes.

To build this auto-discovery mechanism, we first consider the
simple case of two physically independent parallel links and as-
sume that the same prefixes are advertised by the downstream AS
over those links. In this case, the main problem for the primary
egress router is to locate the appropriate secondary egress router.
To discover the secondary egress router, the primary egress router
cannot simply cannot simply consult its BGP table as it may not
have alternate routes for the affected prefixes. For example, in fig-
ure 5, router X2 does not learn any route advertised by the down-
stream AS from router X1 due to the local-pref settings on
this router. A similar situation could occur in a large AS, where due
to the utilisation of BGP confederations or route reflectors, routers
only receive a single route towards each destination.

To solve this auto-discovery problem, we propose to allow each
egress router to advertise via iBGP the “characteristics” of its cur-
rently active eBGP sessions by using a new type of BGP routes
called protection routes. A protection route contains the following
information :

• the NLRI is the local IP address on the peering link with the
downstream AS.

• the AS-Path attribute contains only the downstream AS

• a tunnel attribute containing the parameters of the protection
tunnel to be established

The IP address used in the NLRI must be routable and unique,
at least within the upstream AS. The uniqueness of the NLRI infor-
mation is necessary to ensure that the protection route will be dis-
tributed to all the routers inside the upstream AS. If the same NLRI
was used for several protection routes, then a route reflector could
run the BGP decision process to advertise only of of them to its
clients. By using a unique NLRI for each protection route, we en-
sure that the protection route is distributed throughout the AS even
if there are route reflectors or confederations. The tunnel attribute
indicates the supported type of tunnel (GRE , L2TP or MPLS over
IP tunnels) and the optional parameters such as the label for MPLS
over IP encapsulation.

It is important to note that a router advertises one protection
route for each of its active eBGP sessions. A protection route is
only advertised when the corresponding BGP peering link is active.
When a peering link fails, the corresponding protection route is
withdrawn. Furthermore, the protection routes are only distributed
inside the local AS. For these reasons, the iBGP load due to the
protection routes is negligible compared to the normal iBGP load.

When the primary egress router needs to select a pe-se tunnel
endpoint for a primary link, it considers as candidate secondary
egress routers all the protection routes whose AS-Path is equal to
the downstream AS and whose tunnel endpoint is reachable ac-
cording to its IGP routing table. In practice, the closest secondary
egress would often be the best one.

However, as discussed in section 3, the solution should also be
able to protect from SRLG failures. To be able to correctly handle
SRLG failures, the routers need to know the SRLG associated with
each BGP peering link. For example, considering figure 8, router
R2 should not be selected as a secondary egress to protect link
R1 → X1 as link R2 → X1 also terminates at router X1. In
practice, a BGP peering link can be characterised by a set of SRLG
values specified by the network operator [36]. A BGP peering link
is composed of two half-links, one half in the upstream AS and
the other in the downstream AS. It will thus be characterised by

SRLG values managed by the downstream AS and SRLG values
managed by the upstream AS. The SRLG values can be manually
configured on a per eBGP session basis by encoding each value as
a pair AS#:SRLG-value of 32 bits integers4 where AS# is the
AS number of the AS that allocated the SRLG value.

Figure 8: Utilisation of a pe-se protection tunnel

Another problem to be considered is when different BGP poli-
cies are used over the parallel-links. As an example, consider the
network topology shown in figure 8. Assume that primary egress
router R1 needs to create a protection tunnel for directed link R1→X1
and that R1 and R3 receive a full routing table while R2 only re-
ceives the client routes of AS2. In this case, router R1 should select
R3 as its secondary egress since R3 receives the same routes as R1.

To solve this problem, each egress router must know the BGP
policy used by its peer. This is because the packets that are sent
on the primary-egress → primary ingress link depend on the BGP
routes advertised by the primary ingress router. For this, we pro-
pose to add to the configuration of each eBGP session an identifier
of the BGP policy used (customer, peer, . . . ). In practice, this iden-
tifier would usually correspond to the peer-group used to specify
the export filter [38]. Each egress router should thus be configured
with the BGP policy used by its peer. To reduce the amount of
manual configuration, the eBGP session type could be exchanged
during the establishment of the BGP session by encoding this infor-
mation inside the BGP capabilities. If required, BGP capabilities
can also be updated during the lifetime of the BGP session. The
SRLG values could be exchanged over the eBGP session by using
the same technique.

Coming back to the example of figure 8, R3 will advertise a pro-
tection route for an eBGP session of type 0 and R2 a protection
route for an eBGP session of type 1. R1 will select the protection
route of type 0 and R3 will be the endpoint of the pe-se protection
tunnel.

Finally, parallel links between ASes can have different band-
width. When the endpoint of a protection tunnel is chosen, it should
be possible to select as tunnel endpoint a secondary egress router
with sufficient capacity. For this, the protection route can option-
ally contain the bandwidth extended community defined in [32].
Table 1 summarises the content of protection routes.

When the primary egress router needs to select a pe-se tunnel
endpoint to protect a primary link, it will consider all the protec-
tion routes whose AS-Path contains the downstream AS and whose
tunnel endpoint is reachable according to its IGP routing table. The

4The Traffic Engineering extensions to OSPF and IS-IS already encode SRLG values
as 32 bits integers.



Parameter Comment
NLRI IP address of the egress router on the peering link
AS-Path Downstream AS
eBGP session type 32 bits unsigned integer
Tunnel attribute Type and optional parameters for the tunnel
SRLG optional list of pairs AS#:SRLG-value
Link bandwidth optional extended community

Table 1: Proposed protection routes

selection of the best protection route among those candidates will
be done as follows.

1. Remove from consideration the protection routes with an eBGP
session type which differs from the eBGP session type of the
primary eBGP session.

2. Remove from consideration the protection routes that contain
one of the SRLG values associated to the primary link to be
protected.

3. If there are still several candidate protection routes, break the
ties by using the IGP cost to reach the tunnel endpoint and,
if available, the link bandwidth extended community.

If there is congestion inside the upstream AS, it is also possi-
ble to utilise traffic engineered pe-se tunnels. A traffic engineered
MPLS tunnel with bandwidth reservations can be established by
the primary egress to reach the secondary egress by using RSVP-
TE. This type of tunnel ensures that sufficient bandwidth will be
available for the protected traffic, but of course it forces the routers
to maintain additional state.

6. THE STUB PROBLEMS
To solve the stub problems, we have to consider the two direc-

tions of the packet flow. For the outgoing stub problem, we note
that in this case the stub receives either a default route or full BGP
routing tables from its providers. Thus, the same destinations are
reachable over all links with the providers. For this reason, we
propose the utilisation of a pe-se protection tunnel to solve the out-
going stub problem. For the incoming stub problem, we will utilise
a pe-si protection tunnel.

6.1 The outgoing stub problem
To protect the stub→provider packet flow on an interdomain

link, we note that from the stub’s viewpoint, the providers can be
considered as equivalent as they can be used to reach any destina-
tion. Thus, the outgoing stub problem is similar to the parallel links
problem. We simply propose to reserve value 0 for the eBGP ses-
sion type corresponding to an eBGP session over which a full BGP
routing table is advertised and slightly change the criteria to select
the best secondary egress router for the protection tunnel. When the
eBGP session type of the primary link is equal to 0, the selection is
done by considering all the protection routes with an eBGP session
type of 0 independently of their AS-Path. The selection of the best
protection route among those candidates is done as follows :

1. If the type of the eBGP session of the primary link is 0, re-
move from consideration the protection routes with a strictly
positive eBGP session type.
If the type of the eBGP session on the primary link is strictly
positive, remove from consideration the protection routes with
an eBGP session type which is strictly positive and differs
from the eBGP session type of the primary eBGP session.

2. Remove from consideration the protection routes that contain
one of the SRLG values of the primary link to be protected.

3. If there are still one or more candidate protection routes, pre-
fer the protection routes whose AS-Path is equal to the down-
stream AS.
Finally, select protection routes on the basis of the IGP cost
to reach the tunnel endpoint and, if available, the link band-
width extended community.

Figure 9: A stub AS attached to three providers

For example, consider in figure 9 that AS1 is a stub and that P1,
P2 and P3 are its providers. Assume that P2 and P1 advertise a
default route and P3 only regional routes. In this case, R2 will
advertise inside AS1 two protection routes :

• a protection route with NLRI=2.0.2.2, AS Path=P2,
and eBGP session type=0

• a protection route with NLRI=3.0.3.1, AS Path=P3,
and eBGP session type=17

To protect link R1→RX, R1 would select IP address 2.0.2.2 as
the endpoint of the protection tunnel.

6.2 The incoming stub problem
To quickly recover the provider→stub packet flow when an in-

terdomain link to a stub fails, we propose to utilise a pe-si protec-
tion tunnel. This tunnel is established between the primary egress
router located inside one provider and a secondary ingress router
inside the stub. The advantage of using a pe-si tunnel in this case is
that the routers of the secondary provider are not involved in neither
the activation of the protection tunnel nor in the de-encapsulation
of the packets.

As for the pe-se protection tunnel, the best secondary ingress
router and the parameters of the protection tunnel to be used can
be manually configured on the primary egress router. This manual
configuration is probably acceptable for a small dual-homed stub
AS, but it increases the complexity of the configuration that must
be maintained by the provider. A better solution is to use BGP to
auto-configure the required pe-si protection tunnels.

For this, we propose to allow each ingress router in the stub AS
to advertise over the eBGP session with its provider the secondary
ingress routers inside the stub that could be used as candidate end-
points for pe-si protection tunnels. This information can be adver-
tised by the primary ingress router as protection routes5. In those
5The NO_ADVERTISE BGP community is attached to the protection routes adver-
tised over eBGP sessions as they do not need to be distributed beyond the primary
egress router.



protection routes, the NLRI is set to the IP address of the secondary
ingress router and the tunnel attribute contains the supported tunnel
type and the associated tunnel parameters.

A key issue for the utilisation of a pe-si protection tunnel is that
the primary egress router must still be able to reach the secondary
ingress router even if it was using the failed link to the primary
ingress router to reach all the IP prefixes advertised by the stub.
This reachability can be guaranteed provided that the IP address of
the secondary ingress router belongs to an IP prefix allocated to
and advertised by the secondary provider and not to an IP prefix
advertised by the stub. This is a common practice among ISPs
and could become a design rule when pe-si tunnels are required.
For example, in figure 9, router RX learns prefix 11.0.0.0/8
from router R1. If link RX → R1 fails, router RX can still reach
the secondary egress, R2, by sending encapsulated packets to IP
addresses 2.0.2.2 or 3.0.0.3.1.

The protection routes that are advertised by the primary ingress
router can be manually configured, but a better solution is to use
the protection routes that are distributed inside the stub to solve the
outgoing stub problem.

For this, each ingress router of the stub AS will filter the pro-
tection routes that it receives via iBGP. The ingress router will only
advertise over its eBGP session the protection routes containing the
same eBGP session type as the session type of the primary link and
different SRLG values than the SRLG values associated to the pri-
mary link.

The primary egress router will select, among the protection routes
that it receives over its eBGP session, the best endpoint for the pe-si
protection tunnel.

For example, consider the stub AS1 attached to providers P1, P2
and P3 in figure 9. Assume now that the three providers advertise
a default route to the AS1. R1 will receive via iBGP two protection
routes from router R2 :

• a protection route with NLRI=2.0.2.2, AS Path=P2,
and eBGP session type=0

• a protection route with NLRI=3.0.3.1, AS Path=P3,
and eBGP session type=0

On its eBGP session with RX, R1 will advertise these two pro-
tection routes with 3.0.3.1 and 2.0.2.2 as tunnel endpoints.
Based on the received candidate protection routes, RX will select
2.0.2.2 as the tunnel endpoint to protect the RX→R1 link.

7. BGP CONVERGENCE AFTER DEACTI-
VATION OF A PROTECTION TUNNEL

Once activated, a protection tunnel can be used to forward the
packets that were using the failed link over an alternate path. How-
ever, when the protection tunnel is used, the packet flow inside the
network is not optimal anymore. If the failure lasts for a few sec-
onds, this is not a problem, but using a protection tunnel for several
minutes or hours could create congestion inside the network. The
measurements discussed in section 2 have shown that most of the
failures of eBGP peering links are short.

When a primary egress router detects the failure of protected
link, it should immediately activate the protection tunnel. Given
the short duration of most failures, it should wait some time before
advertising the failure of its peering link via BGP or its IGP. If the
failure is short enough, the peering link will come back while the
protection tunnel is still active. At that time, the primary egress
router simply needs to modify its FIB to deactivate the protection
tunnel. Otherwise, the advertisement of the failure will trigger the
exchange of iBGP messages and the update of the FIBs of many

routers. To meet the requirements expressed in section 3, we must
ensure that no packet will be lost during this BGP convergence.
We show in this section that this is possible with pe-se tunnels for
BGP/MPLS VPNs services and in ASes using encapsulation.

7.1 Deactivation of a pe-se tunnel

Figure 10: Example topology for the deactivation of a pe-se tun-
nel

To illustrate the potential problems caused by the iBGP conver-
gence, let us consider the network topology shown in figure 10
and focus on the packets sent to destination D. In this topology,
R1-X1 is the primary link between AS1 and AS2 and R3-X3 a
backup link. This backup link is implemented by configuring a low
local-pref attribute in the import filter of router R3. When link
R1-X1 fails, the pe-se tunnel reroutes the packet via link R3-X3.
However, the utilisation of this tunnel is not optimal since the pack-
ets that enter AS1 at router R2 will pass twice through the R1-R2
link. After some time, router R1 will need to remove the pe-se pro-
tection tunnel. If router R1 sends a BGP withdraw message (WR1)
to indicate that destination D is not reachable anymore, router R3
will react to this withdraw message by updating its FIB and send-
ing a BGP update indicating its own route (UR3). Depending on the
processing order of those messages by the routers, several transient
losses of connectivity to destination D are possible. In table 2, we
use the notation Rx : WR1 (resp. Ry : UR3) to indicate that mes-
sage WR1 (resp. UR3) has been processed by router Rx (resp. Ry).
As shown by this table, only one ordering of the updates of the FIBs
ensures the reachability of D during the convergence. For five of
the possible orderings, D becomes unreachable during a short pe-
riod of time and a transient loop between R1 and R2 appears for
two of the possible orderings.

Thus, two different problems must be solved to allow a pe router
to remove a pe-se protection tunnel without causing packets losses :

• All the destinations that are currently reached via the protec-
tion tunnel must remain reachable during the entire routing
convergence (the convergence preserves reachability)

• No transient packet forwarding loops are caused by the up-
date of the FIBs of the routers inside the AS (the convergence
does not cause transient loops)

To preserve reachability and avoid transient loops, we need to
consider how packets are forwarded inside an autonomous system.
This problem was discussed early during the development of BGP
[27] and two techniques have emerged. The first solution, proposed



First BGP Second BGP Third BGP Fourth BGP Comment
message message message message

R2 : WR1 R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D unreachable from R2 between first and third message
R2 : WR1 R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 D unreachable from R2 between first and fourth message
R3 : WR1 R2 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D unreachable from R2 between second and third message
R3 : WR1 R2 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 D unreachable from R2 between second and fourth message
R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R2 : WR1 R1 : UR3 D always reachable during convergence
R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 R2 : WR1 transient loop R1-R2 between third and fourth message
R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : WR1 R2 : UR3 D unreachable from R2 between third and fourth message
R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 R2 : WR1 transient loop R1-R2 between second and fourth message

Table 2: Processing order of the iBGP messages inside AS1 after the transmission of a BGP withdraw

in 1990, is to use encapsulation [20], i.e. the ingress border router
encapsulates the interdomain packets inside a tunnel towards the
egress border router chosen by its BGP decision process. At that
time, encapsulation suffered from a major performance drawback
given the difficulty of performing encapsulation on the available
routers [27]. Today, high-end routers are capable of performing
encapsulation or de-encapsulation at line rate when using MPLS
or IP-based tunnels [17]. We discuss the routing convergence in
BGP/MPLS VPNs in section 7.1.1 and in autonomous systems us-
ing encapsulation in section 7.1.2.

The second technique, called Pervasive BGP by [28] is to use
BGP on all (border and non-border) routers inside the transit au-
tonomous system. This technique is commonly used in pure IP-
based transit networks. We explain in section section 7.1.3 the dif-
ficulty of avoiding transient forwarding loops inside autonomous
systems with Pervasive BGP.

7.1.1 BGP/MPLS VPN
In a network providing BGP/MPLS VPNs (figure 11), iBGP is

used to distribute the VPN routes to the PE routers [30]. A VPN
route is composed of two parts : a Route Distinguisher (RD) and
an IP prefix. The RD is used to allow sites belonging to different
customers to use the same IP addresses (e.g. RFC1918 private ad-
dresses). A VPN route is considered as an opaque bit string by the
BGP routers that distribute the routes. A service provider can either
use the same RD for all VPN routes belonging to the same VPN or
a different RD for each PE-CE link. Furthermore, a route target
(RT) is associated to each VPN route. A RT is encoded as a BGP
extended community. It is used, in combination with filters on the
PE routers, to ensure that a VPN route from a given customer is
only distributed to the PE routers that are attached to CE routers
belonging to the same VPN. This utilisation of the RT reduces the
size of the VPN routing tables on the PE routers [30].

To avoid packet losses during the BGP convergence in this en-
vironment, the service provider simply needs to configure its PE
routers to use a different RD for each PE-CE link. Using a dif-
ferent RD ensures that each PE router will receive via iBGP all
the VPN routes for the prefixes that are reachable over the PE-CE
links. This remains true even if the service provider network is di-
vided in confederations or uses BGP route reflectors as VPN routes
with different RD are considered as different opaque prefixes by
the BGP decision process. When a PE router sends BGP with-
draw messages due to the failure of a parallel-link, those messages
will reach distant PE routers where an alternate VPN route (with
a different RD) is already available. As this alternate route uses
an MPLS tunnel, it is loop-free. The same reasoning applies if the
service provider uses IP tunnels instead of MPLS tunnels.

For example, consider in figure 11 the failure of link PE1-CE1.
PE1 first activates the pe-se protection tunnel to reach CE2 via

Figure 11: Example with BGP/MPLS VPNs

PE2. At that time, PE3 uses an MPLS tunnel to send via PE1
the VPN packets from CE3 to CE1. Then, PE1 sends a BGP with-
draw message. When this message reaches PE3, it updates its VPN
routing table and uses the loop-free MPLS tunnel to PE2 to reach
CE2 and CE1.

7.1.2 AS using encapsulation
In an AS using encapsulation, to ensure that the protected desti-

nations remain reachable during the iBGP convergence, we propose
to allow the primary egress router to send a special BGP message
to indicate that the destinations that are reached via the pe-se tun-
nel will soon become unreachable. For this special iBGP adver-
tisement, we propose to reserve a low local-pref value, e.g.
0, to indicate a route that will be removed later. A route with a
local-pref attribute set to 0 is considered as the worst route by
the standard BGP decision process. Thus, a router will only use
this route if this is the only route that it knows for this prefix.

The transmission of this iBGP message will cause an iBGP con-
vergence. This iBGP convergence will not render the prefix adver-
tised in the iBGP message unreachable as all routers will always
have at least this route in their Adj-RIB-In.

In an AS using encapsulation, this iBGP convergence will not
cause loops provided that, first, the AS is stable and loop-free6

and, second, no eBGP messages concerning the protected destina-
tions are received during the iBGP convergence7 . The assumption

6Those conditions imply that either no intradomain link changes occur or that the
updates of the intradomain routing tables are ordered as proposed in [12] to avoid
intradomain loops.
7Otherwise, an eBGP convergence is taking place and transient forwarding loops be-



that no eBGP messages are received is reasonable for two reasons.
First, measurement studies have shown that, although a lot of BGP
messages are exchanged in the global Internet the BGP routes over
which a large amount of traffic is sent are stable [29, 35]. Second,
the failure of a link will not force routers in other ASes to send rele-
vant BGP messages as the routers that are not affected by the failure
will keep their previously selected routes while the routers that are
affected by the failure may only send new routes to the considered
AS.

To explain the absence of transient loops, we have to consider the
types of encapsulation. As explained in section 4.2, it is possible to
avoid transient loops with encapsulation schemes such as MPLS or
L2TP where only the ingress border router consults its BGP routing
table to forward a transit packet. Those encapsulation schemes rely
on two “levels” of encapsulation. With MPLS, the top label is used
to reach the egress router border and the bottom label indicates the
interdomain link to be used to reach the nexthop [6]. With L2TP, or
MPLS over IP, the first encapsulation level is the added IP header
whose destination is set to the IP address of the egress border router
and the second encapsulation level is the label that indicates the in-
terdomain link. With those encapsulation schemes, only the ingress
border router consults its BGP routing table to forward a received
interdomain packet. All the other routers inside the AS will rely on
their IGP routing tables or their label forwarding table to forward
the packet. No other router inside the AS will need to consult its
BGP routing table to forward this packet.

When a router receives an iBGP message, it may modify its FIB
and select a new nexthop (and thus a new tunnel) to reach the des-
tination. The first level of encapsulation cannot cause a loop due to
the arrival of the iBGP message as it only depends on the intrado-
main routing tables that are assumed to be stable and loop-free. The
second level of encapsulation will neither cause a transient loop in-
side the AS as the received label simply indicates the interdomain
link over which the de-encapsulated packet should be forwarded.

As there is at least an alternate path to reach the destination via
the secondary egress router, at least one alternate path will be even-
tually advertised and all the BGP routers inside the network will
update their FIB and stop using the pe-se protection tunnel. The
primary egress router will only send the BGP withdraw message
once no packets are using the pe-se protection tunnel.

Figure 12: BGP convergence with a pe-se protection tunnel

For example, consider the network topology shown in figure 12
where R1 − X1 is the primary link protected by a pe-se protec-
tion tunnel between R1 and R3. If a full iBGP mesh is used inside
AS1 and X1 and X3 advertise routes with a MED set to the IGP
cost to the nexthop, then R1 does not receive any alternate route
towards destination D from R2 or R3 as those routes have a longer

tween ASes are possible during this eBGP convergence.

AS-Path or a lower MED. To remove the pe-se tunnel, R1 first
sends an iBGP update with local-pref=0. This message will
cause an iBGP convergence inside AS1. Two interdomain paths
will be advertised inside AS1 : the first by R2 with an AS-Path
of AS4:AS3:ASD and the second by R3 with an AS-Path of
AS2:ASD and a MED value of 2. The path advertised by R3 will
be selected as the best by all routers inside AS1. Once all AS1
routers have updated their FIB, router R1 will stop receiving pack-
ets towards D. At that time, router R1 can safely update its FIB,
send an iBGP withdraw for destination D and remove the pe-se
protection tunnel as no router inside AS1 is using it.

7.1.3 AS using Pervasive BGP
In autonomous systems using pervasive BGP, the solution de-

scribed above is unfortunately not applicable. The main problem in
such a network is that each iBGP message that causes a change in
the FIB of one router may cause a transient forwarding loop. Such
forwarding loops have been detected in large ISP networks [19].

To illustrate the problem, let us consider again the deactivation
of a pe-se protection tunnel in the topology shown in figure 10.
If AS1 is using pervasive BGP and we modify the primary egress
router to send an iBGP update with the local-pref attribute set
to 0 to deactivate the pe-se tunnel, then destination D also remains
reachable. However, during the iBGP convergence, the ordering of
the updates of the FIBs is important. In table 3, we summarise what
happens during the eight possible orderings of the FIB updates. In
this table, Rx : U0

Ry indicates that router Rx has updated its FIB
after the arrival of the iBGP messages with local-pref set to 0.
Out of the eight possible orderings, only three are always loop-free.

Avoiding transient loops in autonomous systems using pervasive
BGP is a difficult problem. Autonomous systems willing to use
pe-se protection tunnels to protect their interdomain links should
consider the utilisation of encapsulation techniques (e.g. MPLS or
L2TP) between all of their border routers. In addition to avoid-
ing BGP-induced transient forwarding loops, encapsulation allows
border routers to have more flexibility in the selection of the BGP
nexthop that they use to reach each external destination. This flex-
ibility would also be very useful for traffic engineering purposes.

7.2 Deactivation of a pe-si protection tunnel
When a pe-si protection tunnel has been activated, the router that

is using the tunnel may wish to remove it if the failure lasts too
long. Ideally, the removal of this tunnel should not cause packet
losses or transient loops. Unfortunately, removing a pe-si protec-
tion could cause a complete BGP convergence on the Internet for
all the prefixes learned over the failed interdomain link. This BGP
convergence may potentially affect all BGP routers in all ASes and
cause packet losses or transient loops.

To reduce the amount of lost packets, the primary egress router
should not immediately send a BGP withdraw messages for the
routes learned over the failed links. Without changing the currently
deployed BGP, the only possible solution is to send a new BGP
update message with the local-pref attribute set to 0 and a
prepended AS-Path attribute. Given the diameter of the Internet,
prepending 7 times would be a reasonable choice8. In this BGP
message, the setting of the local-pref attribute is used to force
the selection of an alternate path in the upstream AS. If there is no
alternate path, then the prepended AS-Path will be propagated to
other ASes. A possible improvement to this scheme would be to
define a new BGP community that requests each AS receiving the

8It would also be possible to modify the BGP extension proposed by Pei et al. in [25]
to support such graceful changes. However, this extension has not yet been imple-
mented or deployed in the Internet.



First BGP Second BGP Third BGP Fourth BGP Comment
message message message message
R2 : U0

R1 R3 : U0

R1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D always reachable without loops during convergence
R2 : U0

R1 R3 : U0

R1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 transient loop R1-R2 between third and fourth message
R3 : U0

R1 R2 : U0

R1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D always reachable without loops during convergence
R3 : U0

R1 R2 : U0

R1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 transient loop R1-R2 between third and fourth message
R3 : U0

R1 R2 : UR3 R2 : U0

R1 R1 : UR3 D always reachable without loops during convergence
R3 : U0

R1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 R2 : U0

R1 transient loop R1-R2 between third and fourth message
R3 : U0

R1 R1 : UR3 R2 : U0

R1 R2 : UR3 transient loop R1-R2 between second and fourth message
R3 : U0

R1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 R2 : U0

R1 transient loop R1-R2 between second and fourth message

Table 3: Transient loops caused by the updates of the FIBs with pervasive BGP

route to set its local-pref attribute to 0. Unfortunately,
this implies that all routers in the Internet must be updated to sup-
port this new community.

8. RELATED WORK
Several fast reroute techniques have been proposed and are de-

ployed in MPLS networks. A survey of these techniques may be
found in [36]. Several ISPs have started to deploy interdomain
MPLS tunnels. Extensions to RSVP-TE to allow those tunnels to
be protected on the interdomain links have been proposed recently
[5]. The main advantage of our solution is that it allows to quickly
recover from the failure of PE-CE links in BGP/MPLS VPNs al-
though no MPLS tunnel is used on those links.

In pure IP networks, fast reroute techniques have been recently
proposed to recover from the failure of intradomain links [34]. These
techniques assume that the routers are using a link-state intrado-
main routing protocol and know the entire network topology. To
our knowledge, our solution is the first fast reroute technique that
allows to protect interdomain links. In [26] an extension of the O2
routing protocol [33] was proposed to recover from the failure of
interdomain links. However, this solution assumes both a new rout-
ing protocol and that the primary and secondary egress routers are
directly connected.

Gummadi et al. propose in [18] a source routing technique that
allows endsystems to reroute packets around failures by using in-
termediate nodes as relays. Measurements with a prototype imple-
mentation reveal that this technique allows to recover from 56%
of network failures. This end-to-end recovery technique is char-
acterised by a recovery time of at least several seconds. Our fast-
reroute mechanism only allows to recover from a failed BGP link,
but those links are key in today’s Internet. Our technique is also
applicable for the BGP/MPLS VPNs that are increasingly used to
replace frame relay and ATM-based networks.

Several modifications to BGP have been proposed to reduce the
BGP convergence time. To our knowledge, the closest solution to
our interdomain tunnels is the Fast Scoped Rerouting proposed for
BGP in [1]. With this approach, BGP routers try to find an alter-
nate path for each destination affected by a failure and exchange
messages with the routers on this alternate path. As BGP messages
must be exchanged after the failure to find an alternate path, the
recovery time of this BGP extension will be longer than with our
solution. The Root Cause Notification proposed in [25] adds to
the BGP messages an information about the reason for the BGP
message. Another method to tag BGP messages was proposed in
[3]. Our solution is orthogonal to those BGP extensions and could
benefit from them if implemented and deployed. Our solution al-
lows the protection tunnel to be used immediately after the failure
without requiring the exchange of any BGP message.

9. CONCLUSION
BGP peering links are important in both the global Internet and

in BGP/MPLS VPNs. We have analysed the stability of eBGP peer-
ing links in a transit AS and have shown that those links often fail,
usually for short periods of time.

In this paper, we have proposed a new technique to ensure that
the packet flow on failed eBGP peering links can be recovered
within 50 milliseconds. Our solution relies on two types of pro-
tection tunnels. Its main advantages are that it can be incrementally
deployed, does not require major changes to the BGP protocol and
is applicable for both normal BGP peering links and for the links
to customer sites in BGP/MPLS VPNs.

The primary egress-secondary egress protection tunnels can be
used when there are several parallel links between two ASes. We
have proposed simple BGP extensions that allow border routers to
automatically discover the best pe-se protection tunnel to use to
protect each of their interdomain links. In autonomous systems
using encapsulation and in networks providing BGP/MPLS VPN
service, our solution also avoids packet losses during BGP conver-
gence that follows the deactivation of the protection tunnel.

The primary egress-secondary ingress protection tunnels can be
used to protect the interdomain links that attach providers to a multi-
homed stub AS. We have proposed a simple extension to BGP that
allows the routers of the stub AS to automatically indicate to their
provider’s routers the best pe-si tunnels to use.
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